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Excluded entailments and the de se/de re partition
Hazel Pearsona and Tom Roeperb

aQueen Mary University of London, London, UK; bUniversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA,
USA

ABSTRACT
We show that some PRO-sentences (sentences containing an unpronounced
subject in an infinitive clause) appear to receive de re interpretations when
they occur in suitable discourse contexts or linguistic environments. This
finding is surprising given the received view that such sentences are
unambiguously de se [Morgan. 1970. “On the Criterion of Identity for Noun
Phrase Deletion.” Papers from the Sixth Regional Meeting of the Chicago
Linguistics Society, Chicago, IL, 380–389; Chierchia. 1990. “Anaphora and
Attitudes de se.” In Semantics and Contextual Expression, edited by R. Bartsch,
J. van Benthem, and P. van Emde Boas, 1–32. Dordrecht: Foris]. We argue that
these apparent de re readings are not genuine readings assigned by the
grammar, but rather arise via a pragmatic process that results in what we call
‘excluded entailments’. The interpretation of PRO-sentences thus shows a
certain amount of pragmatic latitude that is reminiscent of other cases of
non-literal language, such as examples of ‘pragmatic slack’ first discussed in
Lasersohn [1999. “Pragmatic Halos.” Language 75: 522–551]. However, we
show that there are crucial differences between the puzzling data at hand
and more familiar cases of pragmatic slack, and argue that they constitute a
different class of non-literal meaning that has received less attention in the
literature. This class of meanings is akin to that introduced by the modifier ‘in
effect’. Our view has consequences for semantic methodology, understanding
the limits of non-literal language use and interpretation, and the division of
labour between semantics and pragmatics in the analysis of attitude reports.

ARTICLE HISTORY Received 15 November 2019; Accepted 19 February 2021

KEYWORDS Attitude reports; de se; de re; in effect; non-literal language; self-conscious emotions

1. Introduction

Speakers have discretion to promote certain features of a reported event to
salience, and to demote others, or omit themaltogether. Suppose that Clara
says, ‘Joe revealed that he was a Trump supporter’. She hasn’t told us how
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this information was revealed: did Joe say so, or did he forget to hide his
Make America Great Again cap when he had people over for dinner?
Suppose Clara adds an adverb like unintentionally. This makes it unlikely
that Joe said ‘I am a Trump supporter’, unless perhaps in his sleep (Normally,
we are aware of what we are saying). But he might have let something else
slip that enabled his audience to infer that hewas a Trump supporter, or the
inferencemayhavebeenmade fromhis actions, such as leaving Trumpmer-
chandise on display. Such inferences lie at the heart of everyday communi-
cation and have long been a fruitful topic of inquiry.

Entailment is a species of inference that is generally assumed to be non-
defeasible: if S entails S′, then if S is true, S′ cannot fail to be true; if S′ is false,
then S cannot be true. Plausibly, this has the following corollary for conver-
sational dynamics: if a speakerutters S andher addressee takes S′ tobe false,
then (if she is rational) she will conclude that the speaker has spoken falsely
by uttering S. In this paper, we argue that the latter assumption is false. In
certain contexts, certain entailments can be ignored for the purpose of
assessing an utterance for truth.We call this the excluded entailment effect.

Our evidence comes from the interpretation of pronouns in attitude
reports. It is well known that nominal expressions occurring in the
scope of attitude verbs such as claim, think, want, etc. can be interpreted
from the perspective of the speaker rather than that of the attitude
holder; that is, they can receive de re readings. A plausible null hypothesis
is that all nominals are amenable to such interpretations. A venerable tra-
dition in semantics and philosophy of language holds that the null
hypothesis is false: the understood subject of an infinitive (‘PRO’) disal-
lows de re readings (Morgan 1970; Chierchia 1990). Consider (1):

1. Baking competition.
Mary, Bob and John all like baking. Their teacher, Mr. Smith, wanted to know
which of them baked the best cookies. He had an idea. Each of them would
bake a batch of cookies, and then one of them would taste them and decide
which one he or she thought was the best. Mr. Smith would give a prize to who-
ever’s cookie was judged the best. Mr. Smith picked Mary to be the judge, and
decided that she should wear a blindfold for the tasting so she wouldn’t know
whose cookie was whose. When Mary tasted her own cookie, she couldn’t tell
that it was hers. She said, ‘This is the best cookie. Whoever baked this cookie
deserves the prize’. Sam had been keeping track of who made which cookie, so
that he could go and tell the results to Mr. Smith. He went to Mr. Smith and said:

2a. Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize.

2b. Maryi claimed that shei deserves the prize.
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The received view in the semantics literature comparing sentences
such as (a) and (b) in ‘mistaken identity’ scenarios like (1) holds that
(2a) is false, whereas (2b), its counterpart with an overt pronoun con-
tained within a finite clause has a true reading and a false reading. (b)
is said to be ambiguous between a de se reading (the false reading),
and a de re reading (the true reading). By contrast, since (a), which con-
tains an unpronounced subject (‘PRO’), only has a false reading, it is
said to lack a de re reading and be unambiguously de se. Since these read-
ings turn on the choice of pronoun or anaphor (PRO vs. she), it is assumed
that pronouns and anaphors themselves have (or lack) de se and de re
readings: PRO is unambiguously de se, whereas she is ambiguous
between de se and de re.

Let’s think more about why (2a) should be false. Suppose that when
Mary tasted her cookie, she had recognized it as hers and said, ‘I
deserve the prize’. (2a) and (2b) would both be true. In this modified scen-
ario, Mary speaks about herself in the first person, whereas in Baking com-
petition she speaks about herself in the third person. So the PRO-sentence
is false in Baking competition because Mary takes a third person rather
than first person perspective upon herself.

To summarize:

3a. An attitude report that is about the attitude holder is true on a de se reading
only if the attitude holder speaks or thinks about herself from a first person
point of view.

3b. For an attitude report that is about the attitude holder to be true on a de re
reading, it is immaterial whether or not the attitude holder speaks or thinks
about herself from a first person point of view.

Pearson and Roeper (2020) discuss the sentences in (4) in relation to
Baking competition, claiming that they are true even though the first
person condition is not met.1 Here, we add evidence for this claim
based on informal surveys of native English speakers, who were pre-
sented with a series of scenarios, and asked to judge whether sentences
were true or false relative to those scenarios. The proportion of true
responses is reported alongside each example (here and throughout
the paper). The key data discussed in the remainder of the paper are
also gathered from these surveys.2 The truth of the sentences in (4) is

1Facts like (4a) were first pointed out to us by Tom McFadden (p.c.).
2Speakers surveyed were not linguistically naive: they were mostly undergraduate students, or research-
ers specializing in sociolinguistics. We decided that given the subtle nature of the data and scenarios, it
would be worthwhile to collect judgements from speakers who are used to thinking about language,
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surprising given the received view that PRO-sentences are unambigu-
ously de se.

4a. Mary unwittingly/unintentionally/unknowingly claimed PRO to deserve the
prize. (6 out of 6 for each modifier3)

4b. Without realising it, Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize. (5 out of 6)

4c. Mary didn’t realise it, but she claimed PRO to deserve the prize. (6 out of 6)

One might ascribe these facts to the presence of intensional operators
– the mental state adverbs unwittingly, unintentionally and unknowingly in
(4a) and the attitude verb realise in (4b) and (4c). Perhaps PRO is inter-
preted differently when it falls within the scope of an additional inten-
sional operator; this need not constitute evidence of a de re reading for
PRO. But in (4c), PRO is not in the scope of realise; it is in a separate con-
junct. Thus while appeal to the intensional nature of the mental state
adverbs potentially furnishes an explanation for the apparent de re
reading of PRO in (4a), this is not a promising strategy for the data set
in (4) as a whole.

We have a puzzle: why is it that PRO, which is supposedly obligatorily
de se, apparently permits de re readings in the presence of expressions
such as unwittingly and without realising it… that act as disclaimers con-
cerning the mental state of the subject (henceforth: ‘ignorance
disclaimers’)?

2. First attempts

In this section, we consider – and reject – two possible solutions. In
Section 2.1, we consider the possibility that the data in (4) show that
the received view is wrong: as a matter of their compositional semantics,
PRO-sentences do admit de re readings. In Section 2.2, we ask whether
apparent de re readings are cases of pragmatic slack of the kind discussed
in Lasersohn (1999). We conclude that the solution does lie in pragmatics,
but the phenomenon at hand is distinct from other cases of non-literal

but who have not been exposed to the literature on PRO and de se. Four respondents had advanced
training in syntax and or semantics; they commented that they could tell what was being investigated.
Strikingly, these respondents gave responses that were at odds with the received view on PRO; we
consider this informative in itself and have therefore included these responses in reporting our
findings. Where we have done this, it is indicated in a footnote.

3The judgements for unknowingly include those of three speakers who identified that the topic of the
survey was de se. It is striking that the modifier was able to overcome these respondents’ preconcep-
tions about the interpretation of PRO.
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language that have received greater attention. In Section 3, we propose a
novel theory of entailment exclusion that explains the puzzling interpret-
ations of PRO-sentences.

2.1. Attempt 1: reject the received view

A natural response to the puzzle is to take the data seriously as evidence
that the received view is wrong; perhaps PRO can receive de re readings.
Yet this explanation leaves unexplained the widely held intuition that
there is a contrast between PRO and ordinary pronouns in mistaken iden-
tity scenarios. That there is such a contrast has rarely been disputed by
linguists or philosophers (Cappelen and Dever 2013 and Magidor 2015
are recent exceptions); indeed, there is a robust consensus about the obli-
gatorily de se nature of PRO that is rare in discussion of introspective
semantic judgements.

Furthermore, not all predicates behave like claim. Suppose we modify
the scenario:

5. Baking competition 2.
Mary, Bob and John all like baking. Their teacher, Mr. Smith, wanted to know
which of them baked the best cookies. He had an idea. Each of them would
bake a batch of cookies, and then one of them would taste them and decide
which one he or she thought was the best. Mr. Smith would give a prize to who-
ever’s cookie was judged the best. Mary entered the contest, but since the prize
was a trip to The Cheesecake Factory – a restaurant she dislikes – she had no
desire to win. Mr. Smith picked Mary to be the judge, and decided that she
should wear a blindfold for the tasting so she wouldn’t know whose cookie
was whose. When Mary tasted her own cookie, she couldn’t tell that it was
hers. She said, ‘This is the best cookie. I want whoever baked this cookie to
win the prize’.

The sentences in (6) are false in this scenario.

6a. Mary unknowingly wants PRO to win the prize. (2 out of 6)

6b. Without realising it, Mary wants PRO to win the prize. (1 out of 6)

6c. Mary doesn’t realise it, but she wants PRO to win the prize. (0 out of 6)

Yet their counterparts with herself are true:

7a. Mary unknowingly wants herself to win the prize. (4 out of 6)

7b. Without realising it, Mary wants herself to win the prize. (5 out of 6)

7c. Mary doesn’t realise it, but she wants herself to win the prize. (4 out of 6)

INQUIRY 5



The sentences in (6) report that Mary has a subconscious desire, which
is a distinct mental state from that of wanting something for yourself, but
not realizing that you are the person you want it for (the mental state that
Mary is in in Baking Competition). By contrast, the sentences in (7) can be
used to describe either of these types of mental state. It is difficult to see
how these contrasts could be captured if we simply abandoned the
assumption that PRO is unambiguously de se. Rather, we propose that
with certain predicates, ignorance disclaimers enable PRO-sentences to
be understood with a degree of pragmatic latitude.

We conclude that apparent de re readings of PRO-sentences arise prag-
matically. Next, we consider whether previous accounts of ‘pragmatic
slack’ can explain apparent de re readings of PRO.

2.2. Attempt 2: pragmatic slack

Lasersohn (1999) considers this example4:

8. The villagers are asleep.

Under appropriate contextual conditions, (8) is judged true in a situ-
ation where some of the villagers are awake – say, because the wakeful
ones are two few to be of concern. Yet (9) sounds contradictory:

9. #The villagers are asleep, but some of them are awake.

Lasersohn takes (9) to demonstrate that the semantics of plural
definites precludes tolerance of exceptions, but that (8), which is literally
false in a context where not all villagers are awake, may nonetheless be
‘close enough to truth’ under particular contextual conditions. He
models this by employing ‘pragmatic haloes’ – sets of propositions that
are related to the literal meaning of the sentence and are ‘close
enough to truth’ for the present purposes.

Pearson and Roeper (2020) analysed apparent de re readings of PRO-
sentences along similar lines: a PRO-sentence S entails that the attitude
holder adopts a first person point of view upon herself, but under appro-
priate contextual conditions, the pragmatic halo of S may contain a prop-
osition S′ that is just like S, minus the first person entailment. If the first
person condition is irrelevant in a mistaken identity scenario, a PRO-sen-
tence may be judged true, even though it is literally false.

4The literature on pragmatic slack and loose talk is extensive, and includes Carter (2019), Hoek (2018),
Klecha (2018), Krifka (2002, 2007), Lauer (2012), Moss (2019) and Yablo (2014). For reasons of space we
focus on Lasersohn’s (1999) seminal work on this topic.
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In this paper, we reject the appeal to pragmatic haloes. PRO-sentences
behave differently from expressions that have been analysed via prag-
matic haloes with respect to the crucial contradiction data that motivated
Lasersohn’s puzzle:

10a. ✓Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize, although she didn’t realize that
she was talking about herself. (5 out of 6)

10b. ✓Although she didn’t realize that she was talking about herself, Mary
claimed PRO to deserve the prize. (5 out of 7)

The cases of pragmatic slack for which pragmatic haloes are employed
have the following property: let P be some entailment of S that may in an
appropriate context be false without affecting the truth of S. Intuitively, S
& not-P is a contradiction. As (10) shows, the first person inference of PRO-
sentences lacks this property. We nonetheless assume that the first
person inference is an entailment of PRO-sentences, as argued in
Section 2.1. Yet existing accounts of pragmatic slack do not predict the
felicity of coordinations like (10). Indeed, in (10) negation of the first
person inference seems to facilitate the looser, apparent de re interpret-
ation. We therefore need a mechanism that explains the interpretive lati-
tude that PRO-sentences have, while predicting that these differ from
cases of pragmatic slack. We call this process entailment exclusion; the
use of linguistic expressions such as ignorance disclaimers can enable
certain entailments to be ignored for the purposes of judging the truth
of the sentence. Developing a theory of entailment exclusion is the
goal of Section 3.

3. Towards a theory of entailment exclusion

3.1. In effect

Our starting point is an observation due to Wataru Uegaki (social media
post): modification of PRO-sentences by in effect suspends the first
person inference:

11. In effect, Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize. True in Baking competition
(7 out of 11)

Notice that this effect is not found with PRO-sentences with want:

12. In effect, Mary wants PRO to win the prize. False in Baking competition 2 (2
out of 6)

INQUIRY 7



Call S in a sentence of form In effect, S the prejacent. In effect seems to
introduce a degree of latitude in how the prejacent is interpreted. But
that latitude has limits: it cannot overcome the first person entailment
of want. We will provide a theory of the semantics and pragmatics of in
effect that explains why this is. Ultimately, we will propose that the
excluded entailment effect that underlies our puzzling data is the prag-
matic analogue of the semantics of in effect sentences.

3.2. In effect sentences

The uses of in effect are not limited to attitude reports. Consider (13):

13. Mark’s day off.
Mark’s partner Steve feels that Mark works too hard, and persuades him to take
Friday off so that they can spend the day together. Mark does so, but spends
most of Friday responding to emails on his phone. Exasperated, Steve says to
Mark: ‘In effect, you did go to the office on Friday, even though you promised
not to’. (6 out of 6)

Notice that in effect permits the entailment that Mark physically went
to work to be negated without contradiction:

14. Steve to Mark: ‘In effect, you did go to the office on Friday, even though you
didn’t physically go there’. Felicitous and true (6 out of 6)

This is reminiscent of the behaviour of the first person entailment of PRO-
sentences formed with claim: these sentences can be conjoined with the
proposition that the first person condition is not met, without the result-
ing sentence being perceived as contradictory (10).

We have encountered two parallels between in effect sentences and
the first person inference in environments without modification by in
effect. Firstly, in effect modification yields apparent de re interpretations
of PRO-sentences with claim (11), but not want (12). Likewise, ignorance
disclaimers can promote apparent de re interpretations of PRO-sentences,
but not of want-sentences.

Secondly, In effect S & not P (where P is an entailment of S) is non-con-
tradictory. Likewise, in appropriate contexts, a PRO-sentence can be con-
joined with a sentence indicating that the first person condition is not met
(10).

We take these parallels to indicate that apparent de re interpretations
of PRO-sentences arise via a pragmatic mechanism that is akin to the
semantic contribution of in effect. We propose that where PRO-sentences
are judged true in mistaken identity scenarios, these are ‘in effect uses’:

8 H. PEARSON AND T. ROEPER



assertions of sentences that are not overtly modified by in effect, but
which are intended to be understood as if they were. The next task,
then, is to motivate the claim that there are in effect uses.

3.3. In effect uses

In a suitable context, sentences can be understood as though they were
modified by in effect. For instance, inMark’s day off, Steve may say to Mark:

15. You did go to the office on Friday, even though you didn’t physically go
there. (6 out of 6)

In (15), the second conjunct enables the addressee to recognize that
the first conjunct is not meant literally (if it were, the sentence would
be contradictory). Indeed, to our ears, the sentence is more natural still
if the order of conjuncts is reversed: in (16), the first conjunct paves the
way for recognizing that a non-literal interpretation is intended.

16. You may not have physically gone there, but you did go to the office on
Friday. (6 out of 6)

We propose that these are in effect uses: uses of S that are intended to
be understood as if S were modified by in effect. We further propose that
with an attitude report, recognition of the in effect use is promoted by the
use of ignorance disclaimers. Recall that ignorance disclaimers also yield
apparent de re readings of PRO-sentences. This is unsurprising if apparent
de re readings of PRO-sentences are in fact in effect uses.

We have encountered two routes to a non-literal interpretation: modifi-
cation by in effect, and the in effect use. The first route makes available
apparent de re interpretations of PRO-sentences, while the second, we
claim, is responsible for such interpretations when PRO-sentences occur
with ignorance disclaimers. The next steps are to formulate a semantics
for in effect modification, and to use this as a basis for a pragmatics of
in effect uses. We shall then apply the analysis to PRO-sentences.

3.4. The semantics of in effect

Let’s consider the truth conditions of in effect sentences. Whether an in
effect sentence is judged true depends on features of the context such
as the goals of the conversational participants. Suppose for instance
that by taking Friday off, Mark misses an important meeting. While
Steve may be inclined to say, ‘In effect, Mark went to the office on
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Friday’, the sentence will be judged false in a context where the impor-
tance of the meeting is foregrounded – say, if Mark’s boss is among the
conversational participants. So even if the facts of the case remain
unchanged, if what is taken to be relevant changes, judgements of
truth for in effect sentences may change accordingly.

When Steve says to Mark, ‘In effect, you did go to the office on Friday’,
he is not concerned about where Mark was, or whether he attended the
meeting; he is concerned that Mark’s time and attention were elsewhere.
He is saying that even though Mark didn’t go to the office, as far as he is
concerned he may as well have done; the outcome was the same as if he
had. But for Mark’s boss, there is a crucial distinction between Mark being
out of the office (albeit reachable by email), and his being physically
present. His decision to stay at home makes the difference between
attending and missing the meeting, which is high among his boss’s priori-
ties. Consequently, Mark’s boss would not endorse ‘In effect, Mark went to
the office on Friday’.

We take In effect S to assert that something happened, the relevant
effects of which are identical to what the relevant effects of S would
be, were S true. This semantics treats in effect sentences as incorporating
a hidden conditional. We will model the notion of ‘effects’ in terms of the
outcomes of certain facts (where facts are true propositions; a proposition
p is a fact in a world w just in case p is true in w). For any proposition p
that is a fact in w, there is a corresponding outcome set – the set of all
propositions that are true in w as a consequence of the truth of p.

For example, consider a world w’ where Mark goes to the office on
Friday:

17. p: λw. in w, Mark goes to the office on Friday

p(w′) = 1

The outcome set of p in w′, written OUTCOME(p)(w′) is the set of prop-
ositions that are true in w′ as a consequence of Mark going to the office
on Friday5:

18. OUTCOME(p)(w′) = {λw. Mark does a day’s work in w, λw. Mark does not
spend the day with Steve in w, λw. Mark’s mind is on his work in w, λw. Mark

5In this short paper, we rely on an intuitive understanding of what an ‘outcome’ is. We note, though, that
technically, OUTCOME is a function from propositions to realistic conversational backgrounds in the
sense of Kratzer (2012). For any proposition p, OUTCOME(p) is a function from worlds to sets of prop-
ositions – a conversational background. Since the set of propositions obtained by applying OUTCOME
(p) to a world w are such that every member of the set is true in w, the conversational background is
realistic. We thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out the relevance of Kratzer’s work here.
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attends the Friday meeting in w, λw. Mark has lunch in the staff canteen in w,
λw. Mark goes to the office on Friday in w, λw. Mark goes somewhere on
Friday in w,… }

Now consider Mark’s day off, where w0 is the world of this scenario. In
w0, p is false (Mark does not go into the office on Friday). Instead, Mark
works from home:

19. q: λw. in w, Mark works from home on Friday

q(w0) = 1

The outcome set of q in w0 might be:

20. OUTCOME(q)(w0) = {λw. Mark does a day’s work in w, λw. Mark does not
spend the day with Steve in w, λw. Mark’s mind is on his work in w, λw. Mark
does not attend the Friday meeting in w, λw. Mark does not have lunch in
the staff canteen in w, λw. Mark works from home in w, λw. Mark is at home
on Friday in w,… }

Notice that there is overlap between the outcome sets of the two prop-
ositions in their respective worlds: the propositions that Mark does a day’s
work, that he does not spend the day with Steve, and that his mind is on
his work are outcomes both of Mark going to the office, and Mark working
from home. Furthermore, it is these propositions that are relevant to
Steve: they address the question of whether his goal of spending an
enjoyable day with Mark was achieved. We can then list the relevant out-
comes of Mark working from home, written OUTCOMEc(q)(w0):

21. OUTCOMEc(q)(w0) = {λw. Mark does a day’s work in w, λw. Mark does not
spend the day with Steve in w, λw. Mark’s mind is on his work in w}

It will be useful, then, to define the relevant outcome set of a fact p in a
context c and a world w, written OUTCOMEc(p)(w). This is that subset of
OUTCOME(p)(w) that contains all and only those propositions that are rel-
evant in c.

Here are the truth conditions for In effect, Mark went to the office on
Friday:

22. [[In effect, Mark went to the office on Friday]]c,w0= 1 iff ∃q [q(w0) = 1 & ∀w′

[w′ ∈ SIM(w0)(λw. Mark went to the office on Friday in w) → OUTCOMEc(q)(w0)
= OUTCOMEc(λw. Mark went to the office on Friday in w)(w′)]]

Where SIM(w)(p) = {w′: p(w′) = 1 & there is no world w′′ such that w′ ≠w′′ & p
(w′′) = 1 & w′′ resembles w more than w′ resembles w}

INQUIRY 11



This says that In effect, Mark went to the office on Friday is true in w0 just
in case there is some proposition q that is true in w0 such that for every
world w′ that is just like w0 except that in w′ Mark went to the office on
Friday, the relevant outcomes of q in w0 are the same as the relevant out-
comes of Mark going to the office on Friday in w′. By asserting this, Steve
claims that the relevant outcomes of what actually happened were the
same as the relevant outcomes of Mark going to the office on Friday if
he had done so. That is, as far as Steve is concerned, Mark may as well
have gone to the office. Here is the semantics for in effect:

23. In effect

[[In effect]]c,w0(p) = 1 iff ∃q [q(w0) = 1 & ∀w′ [w′ ∈ SIM(w0)(p) → OUTCOMEc-
(q)(w0) = OUTCOMEc(p)(w’)]]

This semantics captures the context sensitivity of in effect sentences.
We saw that if Mark’s taking the day offwork causes him to miss an impor-
tant meeting, then his boss will not endorse ‘In effect, Mark went to the
office on Friday’. In such a context c′, the relevant outcome set of the
proposition that Mark goes to the office on Friday includes the prop-
osition that Mark attends the Friday meeting. For the sentence to be
true in w0, there must be a proposition q that is true in w0, such that
the relevant outcome set of q in w0 includes the proposition that Mark
attends the Friday meeting. But this, in turn, requires that Mark attended
the Friday meeting. So the sentence is false in c′, in accordance with
intuitions.

3.5. The pragmatics of in effect

In effect sentences come with a cost: they place on the hearer the burden
of identifying the proposition q that renders the sentence true. Often, it is
more cooperative to simply assert a sentence that expresses q. So the cost
of using an in effect sentence must be justified by an appropriate payoff.
Consider the following example, pointed out to us by an anonymous
reviewer.

24. Every morning, Bill goes to the store to pick up the milk for the Smith family.
One day, he is sick and cannot go. The neighbour chips in and gives the Smiths
some milk. Mr. Smith says: ‘Bill is sick today but, in effect, he did go to the store’.
(1 out of 22)

As the reviewer notes, Mr. Smith’s utterance is infelicitous (our respon-
dents, who had a binary choice between ‘true’ and ‘false’, overwhelmingly
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judged the sentence false). Yet given what we have said so far, it seems
that it should be felicitous and true: there is a true proposition q
(namely, that a neighbour gives the Smiths some milk) such that the con-
textually relevant consequences of q are identical to those of Bill buying
milk for the family, had he done so; either way, the Smiths have their milk.

The infelicity of Mr. Smith’s utterance seems due to it being pragmati-
cally unmotivated: why not simply say that the neighbour gave them
some milk? Suppose we ‘raise the stakes’ of the scenario as follows.

25. Bill has been ordered by a court to undertake community service. One of his
obligations is to help the Smith family out by bringing themmilk each day. If he
doesn’t do this every morning, he violates the term of his community service
order. One day he’s sick and can’t go to the store, so he arranges for a neigh-
bour to give the Smiths the milk. Bill’s social worker is obliged to record what
happened. He explains that Bill made alternative arrangements and says, ‘So
in effect, Bill did go to the store for the Smiths, even if he didn’t physically
go there and get the milk himself’. (16 out of 22)

This time, the sentence is felicitous and true. The key difference
between the two scenarios is that in the second, use of the in effect sen-
tence is pragmatically motivated: the speaker advocates for Bill by
drawing attention to the similarity in outcomes between what Bill was
supposed to do, and what he actually did. With this in mind, we
propose the following pragmatic condition on the use of in effect
sentences.

26. Pragmatic condition on in effect sentences.
Only utter a sentence S of form ‘In effect, p’ if you intend to draw attention to
the identity between the relevant outcomes of what actually happened, and
the relevant outcomes that would obtain if p were true.

(26) follows naturally from Grice’s Maxim of Relevance: ‘In effect, p’
asserts that the relevant outcomes of what actually happened are identi-
cal to the relevant outcomes of p in worlds where p is true. One should
only make such an assertion if this identity is relevant to the topic at hand.

In (25), itmatterswhetherornotBillwent to the store for theSmiths, given
the terms of his community service order. So even though it is not strictly
speaking true that Bill went to the store for the Smiths, it suits the social
worker’s communicative goals to convey that ‘Bill went to the store for the
Smiths’ is close to being true. The use of in effect enables him to do so by
highlighting that in the relevant respects, the actual world resembles
those worlds where Bill went to the store for the Smiths. This is not so in
(24): in this case, whether or not Bill went to the store for the Smiths is of
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no intrinsic interest. Something similar is at work with Mark’s day off: since
Steve’s goal is to make the point that Mark failed to keep his promise to
take the day off work, it suits his communicative goals to draw attention
to the resemblance between the actual world and the worlds in which
Mark didn’t take the day off and instead went to the office as usual.

3.6. Explaining in effect uses

We saw in Section 3.3 that in a suitable context, a speaker uttering a sen-
tence S can be understood to mean ‘In effect, S’ rather than being com-
mitted to the literal truth of S. Thus in Mark’s day off, Steve might say to
Mark, ‘You did go to the office on Friday, even though you didn’t phys-
ically go there’.

One approach to in effect uses would be to posit an unpronounced
element with the semantics of in effect. However, we can avoid positing
covert syntactic material by postulating the following pragmatic principle:

27. Pragmatic acceptability for an in effect use: condition I.
It is pragmatically acceptable for a speaker to utter S on an in effect use in a
context c and a world w0 only if [[In effect]]c,w0(S) = 1.

We assume also that an analogue of the pragmatic condition on in
effect sentences is at work with in effect uses.

28. Pragmatic condition on in effect uses.
Only employ an in effect use of a sentence S of form ‘In effect, p’ if you intend to
draw attention to the identity between the relevant outcomes of what actually
happened, and the relevant outcomes that would obtain if p were true.

Suppose that when Steve says to Mark, ‘You did go to the office on
Friday’, he is taken to be employing an in effect use. This use is felicitous
and true under the same conditions as ‘In effect, you did go to the office
on Friday’. But how does Mark recognize that Steve intends his utterance
to be construed this way?

On its literal meaning, Steve’s utterance is manifestly false: Steve and
Mark know (and each knows that the other knows) that Mark was out
of the office on Friday. On the assumption that Steve is being cooperative,
the addressee will take it that he intends to speak truly, and hence infer
that his intended meaning is not the literal one.

In general, it should be manifest to all participants in the conversation
that an in effect use of a sentence S is intended. This will be so when the
common ground entails that S is false. Sowe have the following constraint:
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29. Pragmatic acceptability for an in effect use: condition II.
It is pragmatically acceptable for a speaker to utter S on an in effect use in a
context c and a world w0 only if it is mutually assumed by the conversational
participants in c that S is false in w0.

Having sketched our view on the semantics of in effect sentences and
the pragmatics of in effect uses, we are almost ready to propose a solution
to the puzzles highlighted in this paper. Before that, though, we want to
address a potential objection.

3.7. Meaning modulation?

An anonymous reviewer raises a challenge for the core case motivating
the story about in effect that we have been telling. The reviewer questions
our assumption that inMark’s day off, ‘Mark went to the office’ entails that
Mark physically went there; perhaps instead we have an instance of
modulation of the meaning of the predicate. As the reviewer notes, this
would be akin to Travis’s (1994) observation that ‘The leaves are green’
can be true in a context where the leaves are not naturally green, but
rather have been painted green. Just as a modulation process maps the
meaning of green to ‘painted green’, perhaps in our case modulation
maps the meaning of go to the office to ‘spend the day doing work’.
Modulation accounts are not without their problems, however. Consider
the following case, due to Kennedy and McNally (2010):

30. Green leaves.
Leaf A and leaf B are the same shade of green. Leaf A has been painted green,
whereas leaf B is naturally that colour.

31a. Leaf A is green but leaf B isn’t. False

31b. Leaf A is painted green but leaf B isn’t. True

If in this context green can undergo modulation to mean ‘painted
green’, (31a) is wrongly predicted to be true. Given problems of this
type for modulation accounts, it is not obvious to us that it is desirable
to appeal to such a view for Mark’s day off. In fact, the reverse seems
more appealing: we can assume that green simply means ‘naturally
green’ and assimilate Travis’s case to an instance of an in effect use.
Notice that in Travis’s scenario, ‘In effect, the leaves are green’ is true.
This is predicted on our account: in a context where what is important
is the appearance of the leaves, there is a true proposition p (namely,
that the leaves are painted green), such that the relevant outcome of p
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is identical to what the relevant outcome would have been, had the
leaves been naturally green (namely, that the leaves appear green). We
also correctly predict the falsity of (31a). The reason why (31a) is false is
that it entails that leaf B isn’t green, contrary to fact. Appealing to an in
effect use does not alter this, since ‘In effect, leaf B isn’t green’ is false in
the context in question.

3.8. In effect and PRO-sentences

Recall Uegaki’s puzzle: in effectmodification of PRO-sentences apparently
licences de re readings:

32. In effect, Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize. True in Baking competition

We can check that our semantics for in effect predicts this. We assume
that the meaning of the prejacent of (32) is (33):

33. λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’

The meaning of (32) is:

34. [[In effect]]c,w0(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’) = 1 iff ∃q [q(w0) = 1 &
∀w′ [w′ ∈ SIM(w0)(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)→ OUTCOMEc(q)(w0)
= OUTCOMEc(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)(w′)]]

According to this semantics, the sentence asserts that there is some
true proposition q, such that if Mary says or had said ‘I deserve the
prize’, the relevant outcomes of her having done so would be identical
to the relevant outcomes of q. In Baking competition, the proposition
that Mary claimed that shede re deserves the prize is a suitable candidate
for q. The outcome set of this proposition might be:

35. OUTCOME(λw. in w, Mary claimed that shede re deserves the prize)(w0) = {λw.
in w, Mary should be given the prize, λw. in w, Mary claimed that shede re

deserves the prize, λw. in w, Mary said something,… }

Since Mary has been appointed the judge, whichever individual she
says deserves the prize should be given it. So in w0, an outcome of
Mary claiming that shede re deserves the prize is that Mary should
be given the prize. This outcome is the relevant one, given that the
question under discussion is ‘Who should be given the prize?’. We
have:

36. OUTCOMEc(λw. in w, Mary claimed that shede re deserves the prize)(w0) =
{λw. in w, Mary should be given the prize}
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Now consider an arbitrary world w′ that is like w0, except that Mary said
‘I deserve the prize’ (perhaps because in this world, she did recognize the
cookie as her own). The outcome set in this case is:

37. OUTCOME(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)(w′) = {λw. in w, Mary
should be given the prize, λw. in w, Mary is known to have recognized her
own baking, λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’, λw. in w, Mary claimed
that shede re deserves the prize, λw. in w, Mary said something,… }

Here too, the relevant outcome is that Mary should be given the prize,
given that Mary is the judge. Note that the rules do not specify that Mary’s
authority as judge should be called into question if she recognizes her
own baking. So the proposition that Mary is known to have recognized
her baking is an outcome of her saying ‘I deserve the prize’, but it is
excluded from the relevant outcome set:

38. OUTCOMEc(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)(w′) = {λw. in w, Mary
should be given the prize}

Since the world argument of OUTCOME was chosen arbitrarily, it
follows that:

39. ∀w′ [w′ ∈ SIM(w0)(λw. in w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)→ OUTCOMEc(λw.
In w, Mary said ‘I deserve the prize’)(w′) = {λw. in w, Mary should be given the
prize}]

Furthermore, we have shown that there is a true proposition q
(namely, the proposition that Mary claimedde re that she deserves the
prize) such that the relevant outcomes of q (i.e., that Mary should be
given the prize) are identical to the relevant outcomes had Mary
claimed to deserve the prize. So the sentence is correctly predicted
to be judged true. According to this analysis, in effect does not
suspend the requirement that PRO be de se, but rather it gives rise to
apparent de re readings in contexts where it is irrelevant to some
goal (e.g., giving a prize) whether the first person condition is met. In
such contexts, an in effect PRO-sentence may be judged true even if
the first person condition is not met, if (i) the corresponding de re
report happens to be true, and (ii) the outcomes of the proposition
expressed by the de re report and the (counterfactual) outcomes of
the proposition expressed by the PRO-sentences are in all relevant
respects the same. When the speaker says In effect, Mary claimed PRO
to deserve the prize, he does not assert that Mary said, ‘I deserve the
prize’, but rather that she may as well have done.
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This approach predicts that if we take a PRO-sentence S such that the
outcomes of the proposition expressed by S (in those worlds where S is
true) differ in relevant respects from the outcomes of the corresponding
de re report, then In effect S will be judged false in a mistaken identity
scenario. This is precisely what happens with PRO-sentences formed
with want in Baking Competition 2.

Our starting point is an old observation from Lakoff (1972)6:

40. I wanted to be President, but I didn’t want myself to be President.

Surprisingly, the sentence is not contradictory. As Lakoff puts it, ‘I may
want to be President because I am power-hungry, while not wanting
myself to be President because I am lazy and corrupt, and it would be
bad for the country’ (247). The example demonstrates that what we
want may vary depending on whose interests are prioritized: PRO-sen-
tences formed with want obligatorily report self-interested desires. (40)
can be paraphrased as follows.

41. I believe that it would be better for me if I were President, but I don’t believe
that the world would be better if I were President.

This paraphrase incorporates two established insights about the
semantics of want: (a) the semantics of want is parasitic on beliefs and
(b) want-sentences incorporate a hidden conditional (Heim 1992). If (41)
is along the right lines, then we can think of PRO-sentences formed
with want as involving two de se pronouns (the two underlined in (41)).
Call the role occupied by the first of these two pronouns the Beneficiary
role.7 We can set up a mistaken identity scenario to check that the Benefi-
ciary is indeed obligatorily de se:

42. Baking competition 3.
Mary and Bob like baking. Their teacher, Mr. Smith, wanted to knowwhich of them
baked thebest cookies.Hehadan idea. Bothof themwouldbakeabatchof cookies,
and then one of them would taste them and decide which one he or she thought
was thebest.Mr. Smithwouldgive aprize towhoever’s cookiewas judged thebest.
Mary entered the contest, but since the prizewas a trip to the Cheesecake Factory –
a restaurant she dislikes – she had no desire towin.Mr. SmithpickedMary tobe the
judge, and decided that she shouldwear a blindfold for the tasting so shewouldn’t
knowwhose cookiewaswhose.WhenMary tastedher own cookie, she couldn’t tell

6We thank Frank Sode for discussion of Lakoff’s example.
7Note that we are not necessarily saying that there is a covert Beneficiary pronoun in the syntax of want
+ PRO-sentences; we merely observe that these sentences can be paraphrased by sentences that
contain such a pronoun. We leave it as an open question what the correct compositional semantics
for PRO-sentences formed with want is.
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that it was hers. In fact, she thought that itwas Bob’s. Knowing that Bob also dislikes
the Cheesecake Factory and has no desire towin,Mary said, ‘This is the best cookie.
But the personwhomade it doesn’t want towin the prize and itwould bebetter for
him if I won it instead’.

43. Mary wants PRO to win the prize.

(43) is false in Baking competition 3. Compare this to (44), which has a
true reading; on this reading, the Beneficiary pronoun is read de re.

44. Mary believes that it would be better for her if she won the prize.

This suggests that PRO-sentences formed with want are doubly de se.
We propose that it is this property of these sentences that precludes
entailment exclusion of the de se inference – unlike when PRO is replaced
by a reflexive. Recall that (45a) is judged false but (45b) is judged true in
Baking competition 2.

45a. In effect, Mary wants PRO to win the prize.

45b. In effect, Mary wants herself to win the prize.

Consider (45b) first. On the de se construal of the reflexive, the sentence is
predicted tomean roughly, ‘If Mary believed that the best worlds were those
inwhich she (de se)wins theprize, the relevant outcomeof thatwouldbe the
same as the outcome of what is actually the case’. What is actually the case is
thatMary believes that the bestworlds are those inwhich she (de re)wins the
prize– that is,Marybelieves that she (de re) ought towin theprize. Eitherway,
theoutcomesare the same: sinceMary is the judge, theprizegoes towhoever
she believes ought to win it. And either way, that person is Mary. So the sen-
tence is correctly predicted to be true.

(45a) on the other hand is predicted to mean roughly, ‘If Mary believed
that it would be better for her (de se) if she (de se) won the prize, the rel-
evant outcome of that would be the same as the relevant outcome of
what is actually the case’. But given that the question under discussion is
‘Who should win the prize?’, what Mary believes is better for her is irrelevant
– Mary’s own interests are not relevant to who should win the prize. So the
sentence is correctly predicted to be judged false.

Next, we must explain why PRO-sentences can be judged true in mis-
taken identity scenarios without in effectmodification. We have seen that
ignorance disclaimers facilitate this with claim but not with want:

46a. Mary unwittingly/unintentionally/unknowingly claimed PRO to deserve the
prize.
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46b. Without realizing it, Mary claimed PRO to deserve the prize.

46c. Mary didn’t realize it, but she claimed PRO to deserve the prize. True in
Baking competition

47a. Mary unknowingly wants PRO to win the prize.

47b. Without realizing it, Mary wants PRO to win the prize.

47c. Mary doesn’t realize it, but she wants PRO to win the prize. False in Baking
competition 2

We propose that the examples in (46) involve in effect uses, made
salient by ignorance disclaimers. Typically, a speaker is aware of what
she is saying or has said. So to make sense of the use of the ignorance dis-
claimer, the hearer infers that the PRO-sentence is literally false, and
searches for a suitable non-literal meaning. The assumption that the
speaker intends her utterance to be understood as an in effect use facili-
tates this search: although it is a safe bet that Mary was aware of the
content of what she said, it is less certain that she was aware of the out-
comes of her utterance. In particular, the relevant outcomes of her utter-
ance are identical to what they would have been had she said ‘I deserve
the prize’ – something that the speaker knows, but Mary does not. The in
effect use is thus compatible with ignorance disclaimers, and its interpret-
ation mimics de re readings for PRO-sentences.

In (47), on the other hand, the assumption that an in effect use is
intended does not help: by (27), an in effect use of Mary wants PRO to
win the prize is pragmatically acceptable only if In effect, Mary wants
PRO to win the prize is true. As we’ve already seen, the latter sentence is
false in Baking competition 2, due to the doubly de se nature of PRO-sen-
tences formed with want.

We have given an account of apparent de re interpretations of PRO-
sentences, according to which these do not indicate that PRO truly has
a de re reading, but rather they are instances of in effect uses, or (for
Uegaki cases) arise from the semantics of in effect itself. In the next
section, we consider some consequences of the analysis.

4. Consequences of the analysis

4.1. (Non)-contradiction data

Recall that while pragmatic slack resists negation of entailments of the
original sentence, this is not only permitted for the first person entailment
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of PRO-sentences, but it in fact facilitates apparent de re interpretations of
PRO. Clear examples can be created by letting the sentence indicating
that the first person inference is false precede the PRO-sentence and be
introduced by a concessive marker:

48a. ✓Although she didn’t realize that she was talking about herself, Mary
claimed PRO to deserve the prize.

48b. ✓Mary may not have realized that she was talking about herself, but she
did claim PRO to deserve the prize.

We also saw that similarly felicitous discourses can be created with
in effect uses (15)–(16), where the contradictory nature of the sen-
tence on its literal interpretation signals that a non-literal construal
is intended. We propose that the same process is at work with PRO-
sentences, with the negation of the first person entailment behaving
much like ignorance disclaimers do, by facilitating recognition that
the sentence is false on its literal meaning, which in turn ensures
that the second condition on pragmatic acceptability of an in effect
use (29) is met.

4.2. Experimental evidence

Our account predicts that apparent de re readings for PRO should be
possible without in effect modification or ignorance disclaimers, given
an appropriate context (Pearson and Roeper 2020). In a context where
it is mutually assumed that the de se condition is not met, a PRO-sentence
should be manifestly false, and hence we predict that it may be under-
stood on its in effect use, given the second condition on pragmatic accept-
ability of an in effect use (29). In fact, Baking competition furnishes such a
context. In this subsection, we argue that this prediction is borne out,
based on an experiment reported in Pearson and Roeper (2020).
Pearson and Roeper tested linguistically naïve speakers’ judgements con-
cerning mistaken identity scenarios including Baking competition and
others with a similar structure. The sentence types tested were formed
from claim + PRO, claim + an overt pronoun and boast, as exemplified
below.

49a. Mary claimed to deserve the prize.

49b. Mary claimed that she deserved the prize.

49c. Mary boasted that she deserved the prize.
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A control scenario involving no mistaken identity was also employed.
Sentence type was a within subjects factor, and scenario type a between
subjects factor. Order of presentation was not varied among participants.
PRO-sentences and their counterparts with ordinary pronouns were
judged true in mistaken identity scenarios at roughly the same rate
(43.56% of answers in the former condition, and 42.31% of answers in
the latter one). By contrast, boast-sentences were judged true only
15.84% of the time. We take this data to indicate that some participants
were willing to construe PRO-sentences as being intended to be under-
stood on their in effect use. The retrieval of the in effect use may have
been facilitated by the fact that in the context, it was mutually assumed
thatMarywore ablindfold toprevent her from recognizingher owncookie.

Consequently, participants in the conversation would recognize Mary
claimed PRO to deserve the prize as false, given common knowledge
that the first person condition was not met. So the assumption that the
speaker is cooperative is maintained by inferring that the utterance is
not meant literally, and instead identifying it as an in effect use.

This interpretation of the data raises two questions. Firstly, why were
PRO-sentences mostly judged false? In those cases, the sentence was
apparently not understood as an in effect use. This could be because
these participants did not take the common ground to entail that the
first person condition was not met: the use of the blindfold might be
regarded as insufficient to guarantee that Mary would not recognize her
cookie (Perhaps she recognized it on taste alone). Consequently, for partici-
pants who judged the PRO-sentences as false, the condition that the PRO-
sentence be manifestly false (because of the first person condition not
being fulfilled) may not have been met, and so no in effect use recognized.
Secondly, why were boast-sentences overwhelmingly judged false? Note
that the control scenario (which was like Baking competition except that
Mary recognized her own cookie) yielded 81.67% ‘true’ responses for
boast. Pearson and Roeper take this to show that boast carries a de se
entailment as part of its lexical semantics (it is ‘lexically de se’), and that
this entailment is not subject to the excluded entailment effect. But why
should PRO be amenable to the excluded entailment effect (at least with
claim), but boast not be? We turn to this question in the next subsection.

4.3. Boast

We have proposed that the entailment exclusion effect gives rise to non-
literal interpretations either as a result of modification by in effect, or via in
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effect uses. But the interpretive latitude permitted by in effect and in effect
uses has limits. We have seen these limits at work with want (Sections
2.1 and 3.1). Additionally, Pearson and Roeper’s experimental findings dis-
cussed in Section 4.2 suggest that boast-sentences do not yield apparent
de re interpretations either.

To understand Pearson and Roeper’s findings concerning boast better,
we must delve into the semantics of boast. Boast, likewhisper and shout, is
a manner of communication verb. These predicates convey that some
speech act took place, and carry additional entailments about that
speech act. Whereas for whisper and shout these entailments concern
the volume of speech, boast conveys the emotion that the speaker felt
while speaking – namely, pride. So to understand what kind of speech
act boasting is, we need to understand what kind of emotion pride is.

You can take pride in many things: your own accomplishments, or
those of your children, students, favourite sports team, etc. In order to
take pride in some accomplishment α, you must have either performed
it yourself, or stand in some suitable relation to the individual or group
who performed it.8 Call the relation that must hold between the experi-
encer of pride and the performer of the accomplishment R. Suitable
values for R include identity, parent-of, teacher-of, supporter-of, etc.9

The existence of a suitable relationship R between an individual x and
the performer of α is necessary but not sufficient for her to experience
pride in α: in addition, x must believe de se that R holds between
herself and the performer of α.10,11

In Baking competition, the relevant accomplishment is having baked
the best cookies. Since Mary is the performer of this accomplishment,
there is a suitable relation R that holds between her and the performer
of the accomplishment, namely identity. But since she is not aware that
she baked the cookie that she liked best, she does not believe de se
that R holds between her and the best cookie baker. Consequently, she
is not in a position to feel pride in her accomplishment. So when she
says that she (de re) is the best baker, she is not speaking with pride,
and hence she is not boasting. In general, the following condition must
be met in order for a boast-sentence to be true.

8We use the term ‘accomplishment’ in a non-technical sense, which should not be confused with the use
of this term in event semantics.

9We set aside the interesting sociological question of what counts as a suitable value for R.
10Note that our goal is not to enumerate all of the necessary conditions for taking pride in an accom-
plishment; we are merely concerned with those that are most pertinent to the topic at hand.

11That pride has a de se component has been recognised (albeit under different nomenclature) by psy-
chologists studying self-conscious emotions (Tracy and Robins 2004).
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50. First-person entailment of boast.
Let S be a sentence of form ‘x boasts that p’, where p describes some accom-
plishment α. S is only true if there is some suitable relation R such that x believes
de se that R holds between herself and the performer of α.

This predicts that unlike with PRO-sentences, the falsity of a boast-sen-
tence in a mistaken identity scenario does not stem from the interpret-
ation of the pronoun in the embedded clause. Indeed, boast can occur
without an embedded clause, in which case the first-person entailment
remains:

51. Mary boasted. False in Baking competition

Now for the puzzle: PRO – and boast-sentences both trigger first-
person entailments. But the data discussed in Section 4.2 suggest that
the former have an in effect use on which this entailment can be excluded,
while the latter do not.

Consider the sentence ‘Mary boasted that she deserves the prize’.
Given (27), an in effect use of this sentence should be pragmatically accep-
table in a context c only if ‘In effect, Mary boasted that she deserves the
prize’ is true in c. So let’s check what the predicted truth conditions of the
latter sentence are. We assume that its prejacent is roughly the prop-
osition in (52):

52. λw. in w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I deserve the prize’

The predicted truth conditions are:

53. [[In effect]]c,w0(λw. in w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I deserve the prize’) = 1 iff ∃q
[q(w0) = 1 & ∀w′ [w′ ∈ SIM(w0)(λw. in w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I deserve the
prize’) → OUTCOMEc(q)(w0) = OUTCOMEc(λw. in w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I
deserve the prize’)(w′)]]

Consider the outcome set of the prejacent in some arbitrary world w′

where it is true:

54. OUTCOME(λw. in w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I deserve the prize’)(w′) = {λw. in
w, Mary said-with-pride ‘I deserve the prize’, λw. in w, Mary spoke-with-pride,
λw. in w, Mary spoke,… }

Notice that we have omitted from this set the proposition that Mary
should win the prize. Yet in our discussion of ‘In effect, Mary claimed
PRO to deserve the prize’, we claimed that this proposition is an
element of the outcome set of the proposition that Mary said, ‘I
deserve the prize’ (in those worlds in which she did so). Indeed, it is in
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virtue of the fact that ‘Mary should win the prize’ is both the contextually
relevant outcome of Mary saying ‘I deserve the prize’, and the contex-
tually relevant outcome of what actually happened, that the sentence is
true. So if the proposition that Mary should win the prize is not in the
outcome set of ‘Mary boasted that she deserves the prize’, then ‘In
effect, Mary boasted that she deserves the prize’ will be predicted to be
false. But why should this proposition be excluded from the outcome set?

A speakermight speakwith pridewhen she is trying to impress her audi-
ence by inviting them to believe a proposition (the content of the boast)
that reflects well on her. Notice though that this is not an appropriate
motive for Mary to hold in her role as judge of the competition: her goal
should be merely to identify who the best baker is. So in worlds where
Mary boasted that she deserves the prize, the outcome that she is
deemed the appropriate recipient of the prize is not guaranteed: the
very act of boasting casts doubt on her reliability as judge. Consequently,
the truth conditions of ‘In effect, Mary boasted that she deserves the prize’
are not met – a prediction borne out by our survey data:

55. In effect, Mary boasted that she deserves the prize. False in Baking compe-
tition (2 out of 612)

We take it that this is responsible for the experimental finding dis-
cussed in Section 4.2 that boast–sentences do not yield apparent de re
interpretations.

However, things get murkier when we turn to ignorance disclaimers:

56a. Mary unintentionally boasted that she deserves the prize. (2 out of 6)

56b. Mary unwittingly boasted that she deserves the prize. (3 out of 813)

56c. Mary unknowingly boasted that she deserves the prize. (3 out of 6)

56d. Without realizing it, Mary boasted that she deserves the prize. (3 out of 6)

56e. Mary doesn’t realize it, but she boasted that she deserves the prize. (3 out
of 614)

12One of these six respondents identified de se as the topic of the questionnaire. This does not appear to
be driving the results; however, only one out of the five remaining respondents judged the sentence
true.

13One of these eight respondents identified de se as the topic of the questionnaire. Three of the remain-
ing seven respondents judged the sentence true.

14Three of these six respondents identified de se as the topic of the questionnaire. Two of the three
remaining respondents judged the sentence true.
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Overall, 14 out of 32 responses to boast-sentences with ignorance dis-
claimers returned a judgement of ‘true’. This is much lower than what we
have seen with ignorance disclaimers with PRO and claim, yet higher than
with PRO and want. It seems that boast occupies a middle ground
between claim and want in its compatibility with the excluded entailment
effect. How can we make sense of this array of facts?

Notice that our analysis depends on a reasoning process that is rooted
in extra-linguistic considerations of context and world knowledge that
may lead different individuals to reach different conclusions: while
some might agree that the act of boasting casts doubt on the judge’s
objectivity and therefore the outcome of the competition, others may
find such concerns irrelevant, and reason that the judge’s decision must
be followed regardless of how she comports herself. Those in the latter
group would then be willing to judge boast-sentences true in Baking com-
petition, so that the first-person entailment is indeed excludable for those
speakers. We suggest that this potential divergence in reasoning
underlies the variability in the availability of the excluded entailment
effect for boast-sentences.

5. Conclusion

We began by observing that in certain environments, PRO appears to
receive a de re reading, contrary to the received view. We argued that
these are not true de re readings, but an instance of the excluded entail-
ment effect – a species of non-literal use that is different from the better-
studied cases of pragmatic slack. If an entailment of a sentence is excluded,
it is ignored for the purposes of judging the truth of that sentence. This can
be achieved by modifiers such as in effect, or their pragmatic analogues in
effect uses. What in effect and de re readings have in common is that each
foregrounds information that is available to the speaker but not the atti-
tude holder; from this perspective, it is unsurprising that in effect modifi-
cation and in effect uses should mimic de re readings.

We close by mentioning three considerations for future work that
these findings raise. The first concerns the methodology of semantics,
which generally treats truth-value judgements as reliably reflecting the
truth conditions of sentences. But if there are non-literal uses such as
those discussed here, where the intended meaning overlaps with, but
is different from the literal meaning of the sentence, then the researcher
must be mindful of the possibility that a judgement that a sentence is true
may not actually mean that its truth conditions are met in the presented
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scenario. This is of particular concern in fields where non-specialists
perform truth-value judgement tasks, such as in semantic fieldwork, or
formal experiments on meaning. Sharper tools are needed to distinguish
literal from non-literal meanings.

A second project is to understand the limits of entailment exclusion. It
cannot be that anything goes; were that so, communication would be
impossible. One set of limits is exemplified by want and, to a lesser
extent, boast; there will surely be others. Other lexically de se predicates
such as proud, guilty and embarrassed and compounds formed with self-
like self-deprecating and self-admiration warrant further investigation; we
expect that these too will resist exclusion of the first-person entailment. A
general prediction of our approach is that entailments that are introduced
by semantically contentful predicates will be more resistant to exclusion
than those associated with (possibly semantically vacuous) functional
vocabulary like PRO.

A final remark: PRO-sentences are a useful testing ground for this inves-
tigation of non-literal language, because they provide a case where a
potential reading is (thought to be) ruled out by the grammar. In this
respect, the de se/de re distinction is different from the de re/de dicto dis-
tinction, say. But perhaps our approach can be applied to other ‘surpris-
ing’ interpretations that have recently been identified for attitude reports,
such as putative de re readings of predicates (Schwager 2011; Sudo 2014),
or ‘de re’ readings in cases where the attitude holder is not acquainted
with the res (Blumberg and Holguin 2018; Blumberg and Lederman
2020). Most intriguingly, Theiler (2014) postulates a distinction between
what she calls ‘literal’ and ‘deductive’ readings of question embedding
predicates such as happy and predict, and notes that in effect makes
salient the deductive reading; see Romero (2016) for an approach to
these data in terms of loose talk. We suspect that all of these cases can
be analysed as in effect uses rather than genuine readings, but we leave
it to future work to demonstrate this.
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